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St Alban’s CofE Primary School  

Our Ambitious Writing Curriculum 

Intent 

Writing is the fuel that drives communication which in turn works as a framework for society. Our duty 

as a school is to ensure that children are given this cultural capital so they are prepared for future 

success. Writing is arguably one of the most important communication skills in our history because if 

we did not write it down, we would not know of our history.  

Our intention is that every child will be a writer and our ambitious curriculum has been intentionally 

designed to achieve this. We teach writing as transcription (spelling and handwriting) and composition 

(articulating ideas and structuring them in speech, before writing them down). Fluent transcription skills 

are a critical focus for Early Years and KS1 with dictated sentences used to apply and practise spelling.  

Pathways to Write 

At St. Alban’s, we made the decision to use the Pathways to Writing scheme by The 

Literacy Company. It is an award-winning programme built around units of work that 

follow a mastery approach to the teaching of writing.  

Every unit has undergone meticulous research to 

guarantee alignment with the national curriculum 

standards and Education Endowment Foundation findings.  

It develops Cultural Capital by inspiring pupils through the texts that are 

shared with them. They cover a wide range of curriculum themes as well as creating windows (for pupils 

to see the wider world) and mirrors (for pupils to see themselves). 

Pathways to Write follows a Mastery-Learning model. Key skills are taught and repeated; there are 

multiple opportunities throughout each unit to use and apply the skills until they can be mastered fully. 

Within each sequence, there are many opportunities for incidental short- burst writing with an extended 

written outcome built up to by the end of each unit. 

Overview: 

From FS1 to Y6, there are six core units (one for each half term). Here is an example from Year 1: 
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Progressive Curriculum: 

Pathways to Write is progressive to ensure that learning is built upon year by. It allows children to know 

and remember more by breaking down objectives into smaller steps in each year and building upon 

them.  

Here is an example of progression within Information and Non-Chronological Reports.  

 

Here is an example of progression within National Curriculum Statements: 

 

Coverage 

All objectives for each year group linked to spoken language, reading comprehension, and writing 

composition are planned across the programme. These are reference at the beginning of each planning 

document as well as on each session plan: 
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Developing Vocabulary: 

Alongside key writing skills, Pathways to Write also builds 

in extensive opportunities to develop and apply 

vocabulary. Vocabulary boxes are in every unit and give 

guidance on tiers of vocabulary and of the vocabulary that 

is developed within the unit. This includes opportunities for 

application of the word list words for years 3/4 and years 

5/6 and common exception words for year 1 and year 2. 

 

Pathways to Write aims to develop word depth with 

children by developing a planned approach to explaining 

words and meaningful, repeated exposure to them. 

Early Writing 

RWInc. 

At St Alban’s children develop their writing skills in their Read Write Inc. Progress Group. This 

programme focuses on teaching children how to effectively write words and sentences that align with 

their current phonetic abilities. To ensure consistent handwriting development, children are provided 

with exercise books that incorporate line spacing as per our handwriting scheme (ISHA). Reading tutors 

utilize resources from the RWINC. Get Writing program to enhance and support children's writing 

proficiency. 

The table below outlines the writing activities that each phonic group encounters: 

Ditty to Green 

• Hold a sentence  

• Build a sentence  

• Write about  

 

Yellow to Grey 

• Red rhythms  

• Spelling green words 

• Hold a sentence 

• Build a sentence 

• Proof read, spelling grammar  

• Vocabulary  

• Write about  

• Spelling test 

• Partner proof read 

• Words to keep  

Green to Orange 

• Hold a sentence  

• Build a sentence  

• Write about  

• Proof read  

 

 

Pathways to Write: 

In the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS), the scheme uses engaging texts to inspire children's writing. 

During dedicated writing time, the teacher explores the chosen book, introducing and teaching specific 

vocabulary to enhance children's comprehension abilities. While children are not expected to spell these 

words, the aim is for them to still gain an understanding of the meaning behind the words. As they 

incorporate these words into their spoken sentences, children will expand their vocabulary and deepen 

their understanding of the world around them. 
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In English lessons, the teacher employs the book as a stimulus for modelling writing. The teacher models 

writing at a phonetic level suitable sentence for the class. If the teacher introduces a word beyond the 

children's current phonic level from the vocabulary wall, they will demonstrate the process of "catching" 

the word and incorporating it into the writing. 

The teacher models writing using the strategies taught in Read Write Inc. (RWINC.) sessions, with a focus 

on building and holding sentences. Children replicate the modelled/dictated sentences, mirroring the 

teacher's writing. By the time children reach stage 10 of the writing process (typically RWINC. Yellow), 

we anticipate that they have acquired the ability to construct and write sentences phonetically. At this 

stage, children participate in dictated sentence activities and subsequently write fluently. 

Pathways to Poetry 

Pathways to Poetry is a programme which enhances work on vocabulary, spoken 

language, reading and writing, giving pupils the opportunity to play with language 

orally and in writing.  

A wide range of poetry forms and styles are investigated across each year with 

progression in writing skills weaved throughout.  From EYFS, where pupils engage 

with rhymes, up to year 6, where pupils are creating metaphors, there is an opportunity for all to practise 

performance and for crafting their own poetry. 

There are three poetry units taught from FS2 to Year 6 where the children read a wide range of high-

quality poems: 

 

 


